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Slumber strategies help New Hampshire’s “Seven Sleepers”
get through the coldest season
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True Hibernators
Bats
There are eight species of bats in New Hampshire,
each occupying a different niche; five of the eight
use winter dens known as hibernacula, mostly caves
and mines, but one species prefers attics and barns.
After a summer of performing insect control and
increasing their body weight by up to 25 percent,

Jumping mice
There are two species of jumping mice in New
Hampshire, meadow and woodland. These mice
hibernate from October to May, getting their energy
from substantial fat reserves stored up in the summer.
During hibernation, they lose 35% of body weight
and their body temperature is drastically reduced.
Cold temperatures and late winter flooding can be
detrimental to these true hibernators.
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these bats seek out caves or mines for a long winter’s
nap; some will travel up to hundreds of miles away
for their winter sleep. During winter, the body weight
they added comes in handy, as fat reserves must last
about 7 months. To conserve energy, bats lower their
heart rate from 210 beats a minute to 8, and their
body temperature falls from approximately 100º F
to about 40º. And yes, they do all this while hanging
upside down from the den ceiling! New Hampshire’s
hibernating bats are in severe danger these days,
since the mysterious and so-far incurable white-nose
syndrome (WNS) has started affecting their ability to
survive during hibernation by causing the bats to use
too much energy. Biologists are learning more about
WNS and working on ways to stop the syndrome’s
progress.

True hibernators:
Little brown bats
(top) winter in
caves and mines.
Woodland jumping
mice hibernate for
half the year in
long underground
burrows. The
woodchuck relies
solely on body fat
to get through the
winter.

Woodchucks
New Hampshire’s woodchuck is also a true hibernator. After feeding on lush grasses and the plants
in your garden or your neighbor’s, they store energy
as fat for a winter reserve. As summer days shorten,
woodchucks will often build a separate winter hibernation burrow. While hibernating, their heart rate
decreases from 105 beats per minute to about 5, and
their body temperature drops from roughly 104º F to
about 38º.

Torpor Species
Black bears
Despite what many believe, black bears are not
true winter hibernators. They do enter a period of
deep sleep to pass the winter months, but it’s not technically hibernation. After a summer of eating grasses
and native fruits (and hopefully not birdseed or garbage), they start into the fall eating as many wild nuts
as they can find. Some bears almost double their body
weight before entering a den site. Den sites are usually on the ground, under brush piles or blowdowns.
A bear’s body temperature does not significantly
decrease, as a true hibernator’s does. However, respiration significantly decreases, from about 40 breaths
per minute to 8-10. Female bears give birth to young
every other year in January while in their winter dens.
They are able to nurse and care for their young from
the fat reserves they stored during fall months.

Striped skunks
Striped skunks are omnivorous, eating insects, mice,
birds, eggs and fruit during the summer months to
retain energy needed for winter sleep. Skunks seek out
burrows – whether a hollow log in the woods or a hole
under a residential shed, they are quite comfortable in
either setting. It has been reported that female skunks
gather with other females, and that only one male usually dens with the female group. Should you notice an
odor of skunk during February or March, or see a skunk
during a warm evening, do not be alarmed. February
and March signal the onset of the skunk breeding season, where males seek out females and may travel up
to two miles during the search. When searching, male
skunks may fight one another or female skunks may
decline advances, resulting in possible spraying.
As fall crystallizes into winter and I prepare for a
cold, snowbound landscape – and the tracking, snowshoeing and other outdoor activities that go with it – I
will be thinking of our seven sleepers and how much
fun they are missing out on. I doubt the hibernators
would agree!

Fitful winter sleepers: Skunk warning sign – a lifted tail. Bears
may wake up and walk around on warm winter days. During
times of cold and snow, raccoons live off body fat. Eastern
chipmunks awaken to snack on stored nuts and seeds.
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Raccoons
Raccoons have been labeled as being as intelligent
as primates, and use their paws to determine what an
item is. Like other “nappers,” they enter a state of torpor during the winter months after a fall season of body
preparation (weight gain). They consume acorns, corn,
fruit, fish, frogs, crayfish – and, unfortunately, household food items from garbage, when available. Their
voracious appetite is for a good reason: they will lose
up to 50% of their weight during the winter. Raccoons
do not typically den together. They use hollow logs,
ground burrows, attics or outbuildings as den sites.
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Chipmunks
A chipmunk’s summer is spent caching food – seed
from the local birdfeeder or the year’s acorns. As the
fall season progresses, chipmunks nestle in for their
winter sleep. Their body temperature decreases from
about 106º F to 42-45º, and their heart rate drops from
60 or so beats per minute to 20. It’s not surprising to
see chipmunks emerge on a mild winter day; during
waking periods throughout the winter, they seek out
their food caches for a snack.

